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TEST 6 
 
1-   Guns ....... away securely so that children 

....... them. 

A) had better lock/won't have reached 
B) ought to be locked/weren't reaching  
C) may be locking/shouldn't reach  
D) should be locked/can't reach  
E) could have locked/may not reach 

2-   China ........ to have extensive petroleum 
reserves, both on land and offshore. 

A) believes  B) has believed 
C) will believe         D) believed 
E) is believed 

3-   St John's Wort, a natural herbal 
supplement which ....... Hypericin, ....... 
for centuries to treat minor ailments. 

A) is contained/used 
B) contains/has been used 
C) is containing/is being used 
D) was containing/is used  
E) has contained/has used 

4-   Many interesting relics of the Kennedy 
family ....... in Culzean Castle, Scotland. 

A) will have contained 
B) contain 
C) contained 
D) are contained  
E) have contained 

5-   Peace in Northern Ireland ....... after the 
two sides ........ for months. 

A) was achieved/negotiated 
B) is achieved/we're negotiating 
C) will have achieved/are negotiated 
D) had been achieving/have negotiated  
E) has been achieved/negotiate 

6-   Animal lovers in England ....... that fox 
hunting with horses and dogs ....... 
illegal. 

A) are demanded/can make  
B) have demanded/is making 
C) demand/should be made 
D) have been demanded/was made  
E) will demand/will have made 

7-   The UN official ......... by Kosovan 
villagers to the spot where they believed 
the mass grave ........ . 

A) is taken/is locating 
B) is taking/locates 
C) will be taken/located 
D) had taken/had been located  
E) was taken/was located 

8-   I really dislike it when I ....... the 
incorrect change by the ferry cashiers in 
Istanbul. 

A) have given B) gave 
C) give                    D) am given 
E) had been given 

9-   Dogs, which ....... man since ancient 
times, were mainly used on farms or for 
hunting in earlier times, but today they 
....... to a wide range of uses, such as 
drug or victim detection. 

A) are accompanied/have been put 
B) have accompanied/are put 
C) had been accompanying/are putting 
D) were accompanying/put  
E) accompany/are being put 

10- In traditional cultures, it is widely 
believed that when a man ....... a mask, 
his religious or magical powers ....... by 
changing identity and becoming another 
being. 

A) has worn/release 
B) is worn/have released 
C) wears/are released 
D) had worn/will have released  
E) will be worn/are being released 

11- Obviously, the headmaster ....... that 
students ....... better to the new teaching 
methods. 

A) is believed/are responding 
B) believes/will respond 
C) has believed/have been responded 
D) was believed/had been responding  
E) will believe/will be responded 
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12- We ....... that my father's new car ....... 
by Friday. He has promised to give his 
old one to me and I want to drive to 
Ankara in it at the weekend. 

A) are expected/will be delivering 
B) expect/will have been delivered 
C) have been expecting/is delivering 
D) had expected/was delivering 
E) are expecting/will have delivered 

13- The book 'The Lost Continent' ....... Bill 
Bryson is based ....... the author's own 
experiences in America. 

A) from/at  B) of/with 
C) with/from           D) by/on 
E) for/about 

14- Of the many attempts to find clues for 
predicting the location, time and 
strength of future earthquakes, the best 
results seem to be associated ........ 
seismicity studies using earthquake 
observatories. 
A) with  B) on 
C) about                   D) to 
E) in 

15- Silvia repairs rush chairs and she is 
often so absorbed ....... her work that she 
barely notices the world around her. 

A) in   B) on                                        
C) with  D) from                                    
E) to 

16- Because of the expense of their 
traditional wedding, they had to limit 
the guests ....... their close relatives and 
friends. 

A) towards   B) at 
C) in  D) to                             
E) with 

17- The Serbian warlord Zelijko 
Raxnatovic, who ....... as 'Arkan', in 
Belgrade in January, 2000. 

A) had known/would be assassinated 
B) has been known/assassinates 
C) was known/was assassinated 
D) knew/had been assassinated  
E) is known/assassinated 

18- When Tiger Woods ....... his sixth golfing 
title in a row, he equalled the record of 
Ben Hogen, which ....... 52 years ago. 

A) was won/had set 
B) is won/had been set 
C) won/was set 
D) wins/has been set  
E) has won/was setting 
 

19- Although earthquakes ........ death and 
destruction through such secondary 
effects as landslides, tsunamis and fires, 
the greatest losses in terms of both lives 
and property ........ from the collapse of 
man-made structures during the violent 
shaking of the ground. 

A) are causing/were resulted 
B) have been caused/resulted 
C) had been causing/will result 
D) ought to be caused/have resulted  
E) can cause/result 

20- This year a woman ....... President of 
Finland for the first time in the 
country's history. 

A) was elected  B) is elected                           
C) has elected  D) was electing                   
E) elected 

 

21- The civil war in Sudan ....... for 
seventeen years now, and so far, two 
million people ....... . 

A) continued/will have been killed 
B) has been continuing/have been killed 
C) is continuing/had been killed 
D) was continuing/were killed 
E) will have continued/will have killed 
 

22- Most of the 700 protesters the police 
......... at Mexico's largest university ....... 
within days. 

A) had arrested/will have freed 
B) are arrested/will be freed 
C) will be arresting/have freed 
D) arrested/were freed 
E) were arrested/may be freed 
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23- 20 million seahorses, which ....... in 
Chinese medicine, ....... from the oceans 
each year. 

A) will be using/are being taken 
B) were used/will have taken 
C) will be used/must have taken 
D) can be used/have taken  
E) are used/are taken 

24- When Thailand ....... as Siam, mighty 
elephants ....... its kings into battle. 

A) had known/were carried 
B) is known/have been carrying 
C) knew/could be carried 
D) was known/used to carry  
E) has known/had to carry 

25- In recent years, the elephant's usefulness 
for labour and a means of 
transportation ....... by technology. 

A) will be eliminated 
B) has been eliminated 
C) is eliminating 
D) had been eliminating  
E) eliminated 

26- Today, in many countries, as many as 
one third of all cancer deaths ........ to 
cigarette smoking. 

A) are attributed 
B) can attribute 
C) had attributed 
D) were attributed  
E) will have attributed 

27- My cousin had emotional problems as a 
teenage because he ....... up properly. 

A) hasn't brought 
B) isn't bringing 
C) hadn't been brought 
D) didn't bring 
E) won't be brought 

28- Our horse ........ when the fence down in 
a storm.  

A) was escaping/blew 
B) is escaping/will be blown 
C) has been escaped/has blown 
D) must be escaped/had blown  
E) escaped/was blown 

29- Human settlement at Sandford ....... 
back to Norman times, when a group of 
monks ....... a monastery there. 

A) had traced/were built 
B) has traced/are built 
C) could have been traced/build 
D) can be traced/built 
E) should be traced/had been built 
 

30- The old lady ....... by two rottweiler dogs 
when a Shropshire huntsman ....... her 
life. 

A) had savaged/was saved 
B) was being savaged/saved 
C) was savaging/was saving 
D) could be savaged/had saved 
E) is being savaged/has been saved 
 

31- Are you sure my tablecloth ....... 
permenantly fay this red wine? 

A) won't stain 
B) isn't being stained 
C) won't be stained 
D) shouldn't have stained  
E) didn't use to stain 
 

32- The ascent of Ben Nevis, the highest 
point in British Isles, ....... only in fair 
weather. 

A) should be attempted 
B) could have attempted 
C) may attempt 
D) ought to attempt  
E) will be attempting 
 

33- The team of climbers ....... to return to 
the campsite because heavy cloud ....... 
their vision. 

A) were decided/was restricted 
B) decided/restricted 
C) can decide/will be restricted 
D) should decide/was restricting  
E) have been decided/restricts 
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34- Although the queen of UK has in fact 
little authority of her own, she ....... 
informed of events, and sometimes, she 
....... by the government in power. 

A) keeps/has consulted 
B) can be kept/should consult 
C) is kept/is consulted 
D) will keep/was consulted  
E) has kept/had consulted 

35- I'm sure he ....... in your lecture. He ....... 
monarch butterflies for ten years now. 

A) had been interested/studies 
B) will have interested/is studying 
C) interested /will have been studying 
D) will be interested /has been studying  
E) interests/was studying 
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